Ninsar Sustainable Supply Chain Platform
A proven management tool for buyers and suppliers to monitor and
measure progress in sustainable production commitments including Zero
Net Deforestation. Satellite imagery is combined with expert analysis to
build a picture of the real-time and historical impacts of production, in far
greater detail than traditional techniques allow. The tool is based on four
years of development in the forestry, agricultural and energy sectors, with
support from the European and United Kingdom Space Agencies.
Rezatec and Efeca have partnered to develop the Ninsar Platform which delivers the
most advanced data processing technology for satellite imagery and radar mapping to
monitor changes in crops and tree cover at high resolution. Machine learning driven
data analysis and forecasting is combined with strategic consulting guidance to deliver
robust, evidence backed reporting on sustainability progress that can demonstrate how
its users are delivering on their sustainability commitments.

Portal land use management reporting detailing field boundaries and
identified crops within each field
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Why use space data?
Monitoring and reporting on policy commitments
Credible data to inform reporting against policy commitments can be gathered in a cost
effective and customisable format, enabling your technical staff to focus on supporting
policy implementation. The Ninsar Platform engages with all satellite imagery providers
– not just one – to ensure the most accurate local data is utilised to accurately measure
user progress in meeting their sustainability commitments.

Rapid cost effective mapping and assessment
Earth observation data and analysis can significantly reduce the costs of mapping of
production sites and landscapes, compared to physical mapping. This can also be used
to inform HCVF, HCS and ESIA assessments and focus field expertise where it is needed
most.

Improved risk management
Regular monitoring can help you to rapidly identify emerging compliance risks and
inform commodity and supply chain management.

Potential for reduced resource requirements for certification audits
Production can be linked to certification standard indicators, reducing the frequency
and duration of field audits, potentially reducing audit costs. Your pre-audit
assessments can also focus on areas of genuine compliance risk.

Portal forest plantation management reporting detailing species, volume, height,
count
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How does the Ninsar Platform work for you?
As a buyer, you can access expert advice and support:

Scoping
We will work with you to understand any
existing or new policy commitments and map
these against stakeholder expectations. The
information gathered will be used to develop a
dashboard tailored to your needs to map,
measure, monitor and report on sustainable
commodity production commitments and to
help build a picture of land use management.

Map, Measure, Monitor
We will deliver a personalised online dashboard:
Map plantations and wider landscape, with easy to understand colour coded maps and
assigned land use indicators (examples shown below) for an array of environmental
and social issues. These can include Zero Net Deforestation commitments and
certification requirements. Indicators can also be developed to meet RSPO Next, FSC
and PEFC and carbon standard certifications, as well as input data into High Carbon
Stock, High Conservation Value, and Environmental and Social Impact assessments.
Measure trends in data to support your commodity management strategies including
through charting historical changes of production sites and surrounding landscape as
well as forecasting impacts of continued production. Information can also be gathered
to help focus resources where you need them most in HCS, HCV and ESIA monitoring.
Monitor and report on progress against your plantation management strategies and
across all production sites using assigned indicators.

Review policy compliance
We will help you monitor and report on
progress against overarching policy
commitments. This can be used to inform
annual reporting to internal and external
stakeholders and for regular
policy/corporate commitment reviews.
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Monitoring policy commitments - example indicators

About us
Rezatec and Efeca have a proven track record of working together in the forest and
agricultural sector, mapping and monitoring progress towards sustainable production
and supply, supporting clients such as South West Water and John Clegg forest
management company. The Ninsar Platform is based on four years of piloting and
development in the forest, sugar, oil and gas, and mining sectors, with incubation
funding and support from the European Space Agency.
Efeca provides strategic and technical advice for policy design, and the monitoring and
reporting of its implementation for a range of private and public sector clients; having
supported retail, FMCG clients in sustainable production and supply including
Kingfisher, Unilever, WRI and UK Government. Rezatec has evolved from its start-up at
University College London (UCL) to working with customers today across the
Agribusiness, Biofuels, Energy, Water, Forestry and FMCG.

For more information email info@efeca.com
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